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DATA PROTECTION
Your personal details are held on a computer belonging to an officer of the Coombe Abbey
Woodturners. Your details are purely for the use of the Club, and are not passed to any third
party. If you object to your name, address and telephone number being held on a computer
belonging to an officer of the Club, then please write to any member of the committee.

HEALTH & SAFETY NOTICE
Woodturning can be dangerous! Always follow the manufacturers’ instructions and safety
advice when operating power tools. Never try the techniques shown at our demonstrations or
in our Newsletter if you are unsure or the procedure does not feel safe. Always use the
guarding and other safety equipment.
The Club takes reasonable care to operate and instruct in a safe manner and strongly recommends all members to follow the Club’s Health and Safety rules and the guidance notes that
the AWGB issue in their Revolutions magazine from time to time.

Website:http://www.coombeabbeywoodturnersclub.net
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From the Editor
As you will be able to
see from the contents
list adjacent to this
column there was an
excellent response to
my request for pictures
of your lidded boxes
and I thank you all for this. If you are
one who did not contribute then please
send me your contribution and I will
include it in the next newsletter.
For the May issue I suggest you send me
any pictures of “Off Centre Turning”
you have done please. I know this is not
such a popular topic as lidded boxes but
I dare bet that I will be surprised by the
amount of members who have attempted
it.
We are all looking forward to be able to
attend woodturning meetings once more
and this is looking more and more a
possibility due to the Vaccine rollout
and the steady lifting of restrictions. I am
currently awaiting the call for my second
vaccine jab which is due within the next
week. They say that all adults will be
vaccinated by the end of July so that is
another milestone to look forward to.
There are still a large number of members who have not renewed their subscriptions so can I refer you to page 20
of this magazine where you will find the
various ways you can pay to renew.
Thanks to all.
Graham
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Vice Chairman’s Jottings
Hi all,
Well thing's are really beginning to
look brighter.
The vaccine roll out is helping thing's
along nicely.
Still not doing any
woodturning myself, in the process
of emptying my
old shed to make
way for a new one. Alec Steedman
I would like to
take this opportunity to thank Don Robins for his
donation of wood to help my sons girlfriend with her
little business, I have enclosed some pictures of her
work.
Not a lot going on Still, but hopefully come April we
shall be able to meet up for coffee at least. Stay safe all.
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A Box by Don Kildin

oOo

HENRY TAYLOR TOOLS
&
CHESTNUT FINISHES
Any item from the catalogue can be supplied
15% discount on Henry Taylor tools and
10% discount on Chestnut finishes
for Club members.
If you are needing further supplies through this lockdown then
please speak to Eric who will do his best to get them to you.

Ring: Eric Taylor on 02476 328831
oOo
One Line Philosopher:
Lifetime goals should be grand and glorious while daily goals should be simple and doable.
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This Months Newsletter Sponsor.
Terry Smart of “Chestnut Products” has very kindly once again agreed
to sponsor this months Newsletter. Chestnut Products became the first
company to sponsor the Coombe Abbey Woodturners Newsletter in
March 2006 and this has helped the club enormously. A large proportion
of our club membership use the Chestnut wood finishing products myself
included. We are very fortunate to have a Chestnut agent as one of our
club members (Eric Taylor) making it very easy to acquire these excellent
products. Please support our sponsor by purchasing from them, and don’t
forget to tell them that you saw their advert in “The Coombe Abbey
Woodturners Newsletter”.
Editor

Chestnut Products
A Company Profile
Formed in the last decade of the twentieth Century, Chestnut Products
have quickly become a well known and trusted supplier of quality
wood finishes with a special emphasis on products for woodturners.
Used by professional woodworkers and enthusiasts alike Chestnut
Products’ finishes are often to be seen being used on their own stand
and by independent demonstrators. The range covers most finishing
requirements, from staining and waxing to sealing and polishing.

CHESTNUT FINISHES
Any item from the catalogue can be supplied
10% discount on Chestnut finishes
for Club members

Ring: Eric Taylor on 02476 328831
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Work by Paul Fryer
Hi Graham
Hope all so sweet.
Here are some images of 2 square ash blanks
8”x8”
Having a play with some colour.
Thanks for pictures in last issue funny looks
like a few of are members of team tiny
Cheers
Paul Fryer
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Boxes by Bob Smith.
A few different shape boxes heart
shape, scroll saw, unicorn box turned
both sent to Australia for grand daughters and other two sphere boxes
All best Bob Smith
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Boxes by Peter Wright
Hi Graham
As requested I have dug out some old and
new lidded boxes. From left to right the
woods used are:
Sapele with an Indian Blackwood finial,
Spalted Maple ( a piece of wood that was
rescued from a friends garden in Willoughby Waterleys), Laburnum with the finial
from the offcut of the Sapele, Eucalyptus (this piece was given to me by
the park keeper on the Brockenhurst Estate and the last three were all
made out of Yew, sizes as required by the wife for display.
I hope yourself and all club members are keeping well and I look forward
to the time we can all meet up again.
Cheers
Pete Wright
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Boxes by Gillian Henley-Clover
Hi Graham
Please find 2 pictures attached.
I am calling these turnings - boxes.. I've
looked up the definition of a box in my
Collins dictionary and it quotes that ' a box
is a container with a firm flat bottom and
sides' ........so there we go.
Box (1)
Anyway, the first box, as all can see, is
made from a spalted log that more than
likely came from a hedgerow. I decided
that my chunky box needed a chunky
finial, so this I carved out of mahogany.
My very first effort at carving which I did
with the aid of my Dremel.

Box (2)
I made this box out of an old square
table leg. I would guess that it is beech,
it is quite a dense wood with little or no
markings and it turned well. As can be
seen, I have kept the square shape another first for me. Please note the
matching square finial.
Best wishes to all. Gil
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£14.75 INC VAT ORDER CODE 12806 RB406

CSM ABRASIVES PLUS UNIT 2 NORTHERN ROAD, NEWARK, NOTTINGHAMSHIRE, NG24 2EH
TEL- 01636 688888
FAX- 01636 688889
sales@abrasivesplus.com
www.abrasivesplus.com

For your free catalouge call 01636 688888 or e-mail sales@abrasivesplus.com or visit our on-line shop at www.abrasivesplus.com
where all our products are featured and it’s free carriage!

Cut off any length to suit your own sanding application. Every workshop should have at least two or three grades of this to hand. Especially
manufactured by Hermes abrasives for us. Ideal for those shop made sanding devices which you can now make to your own specification.
Hook and loop, or velcro attachment does away with the unpleasant task of clamping the paper to the machine, allows rapid changing of the
sheet and encourages the use of more grits extending the finish quality and life of the abrasive. Rolls are 115mm wide.

SELF ADHESIVE BACKING.
INC VAT ORDER CODE 13159 ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE METRE. PLUS - IT PAYS TO BUY BIG.
WITH OUR BULK RATE PRICES YOU’LL SAVE MONEY ON THE GRITS YOU USE MOST.

£14.75

TRIAL PACK 1M OF P100, P150, P240 AND P320 PLUS A SAMPLE STRIP OF VELCRO REPLACEMENT WITH PEEL OFF

VELCRO-BACKED ROLLS.

J.Flex is the best abrasive for every workshop. It’s ideal for turning, woodworking and metal working. The distinctive blue abrasive with
the yellow backing is the softest and most flexible abrasive we have ever discovered. The ultimate abrasive for all kinds of
woodworking, especially sanding in acute areas. This cloth can be twisted and folded without grain dis-adhesion. Rolls are 100mm wide.
ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE METRE.

P80, P120, P240 AND P320

1M OF CLOTH IN EACH OF THE FOLLOWING GRITS.

THE ULTIMATE ABRASIVE!
RB406 J.FLEX. TRIAL PACK

Sanding needs as much care as construction and design. As much care needs to be taken in sanding as in the construction of a piece of work.
A few minutes poor sanding technique can irreversibly destroy great craftsmanship and many hours work.

THE MAIL ORDER
ABRASIVE SPECIALISTS

Boxes by Giles Headley
Hi Graham
Further to your call for pictures of lidded boxes, please find 4 photos attached.
I made both boxes in 2015, in July and November. This was my second year of regular
turning, having reduced my working hours at
the beginning of 2014 to allow weekly attendance at Coombe on Wednesdays.
Photos 1 & 2 are a box made from Hazel. The
body interior is squared off in the bottom, with
the
lid
domed inside. The
beads were
formed
with a ¼”
tool, rather
than freehand.
Photos 3 &
4 are a box
made from Laburnum. Both base and lid are hollowed to be nominally
hemispherical. The light coloured outer layer of timber is quite soft but
when retained provides a wonderful contrast to the dark heartwood.
They both
measure
about 75mm
dia x 105mm
tall.
Best wishes
Giles
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A Box by Malcolm Waters
Hi Graham,
Hopefully I have attached a photo of a
lidded box, as requested!
It was made on a Tuesday at the Club by
the “A team”, Peter Wright and myself in
a joint effort. It was turned from a branch
of yew and is 4” high by just over 2”
wide. Finished with sanding sealer and
wax.
Hope that helps,
Malc
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Ornamental Turning
on a Standard Lathe
By

Phil Stephens
Ornamental turning has been part of
woodturning for well over 600 years. The
process came out of the desire to decorate
objects beyond their natural design and
shape.
Out of this desire two clear processes were
established from the 15th century that developed into what we call ornamental
turning today. A desire to produce decorative patterns that complement turned
work, sometimes called “complex turning”, and the commercial need to
produce a geometric engraved pattern that could not easily be produced
except on a specialist lathe called a Rose Engine Lathe. (A good example
of a rosette pattern that would have used a rose or geometric lathe before
it could be done electronically would have been the flower patterns used
on a bank note). So the combination of both these desires drove the
development of the ornamental turning lathe.
It was an 18 th century tool and lathe maker in London, Jean-Jacques
Holtzapffel, who took-up the challenge and developed his high-quality
edge and boring tools business into a specialised ornamental turning lathe
business and fulfilled the need of decorative work up to the beginning of
the art-décor period of the 1920s when the desire for such work declined.
See link: 9286-385 Antique Holtzapffel Ornamental Turning Lathe,
Circa 1881 « Gold International Machinery | The One Stop Shop for all
of your Machinery, Equipment, Tool & Die Needs (goldmachinery.com)
An Holtzapffel ornamental lathe built at the turn of the 18th century had
the capability and capacity to support all forms of standard and ornamental turning and would have cost about £25, if ordered directly from
Holtzapffel factory in London in about 1700. The same lathe today
would put you back anything from about £500,000 if they were still being
17

Continued on page 19 ►

Boxes by Bill Randle
Hi Graham - Re your email for pictures of
lidded boxes.
Amphora
and
Stand. The amphora
is made from Kingswood and is 60mm
in dia x 115mm
long, the stand is
made of beech and
is 150mm high. The
legs are pinned and
glued to the ring that
the amphora sits in.

This is another shaped amphora box made from
ash, the base and lid are walnut and the finial is
African blackwood. The amphora isglued into
the base. Dia 80mm x 170mm high.

This is my take on a ginger
jar which I think is made
from boxwood, please put
me right if not. Dia 100mm
x 140 high The lid was jam
chucked to turn the outside
and the jar to turn the base.
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A square bowl made from
purple heart with the lid
from ash with a purple
heart finial. The bowl is
100mm square and only
40mm thick.
Total height including the
finial 160mm.

oOo

Continued from page 17

produced. All Holtzapffel lathes were hand-built, foot-cranked with no
electrical motors and they only produced about 1600 lathes up to the
decline of the business in the 1930s.
In recent times ornamental turning has had a form of renaissance in
popularity together with the lowering of the cost of milling machines and
their accessories. The capability to convert a standard wood turning lathe
into an ornamental lathe becomes a possibility.
I should point out that a standard woodturning lathe adapted to support
complex turning cannot replace Holtzapffel ornamental lathe capability.
This is because to support both ornamental and rosary turning, a complex
rosette pattern requires cam-like pattern movement of the spindle which
would require a complex reconstruction of a woodturning lathe. However, it is possible to convert a standard commercial lathe to produce most
ornamental patterns at a reasonable cost.■
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RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP
To all members,
A really big thank to all of you who have renewed your membership. If
you haven’t done so yet please see the information below as how you
can renew.
PLEASE PAY COOMBE ABBEY WOODTURNERS
Unfortunately, we are still not able to meet at the club so for memberships
to go ahead this year we will be either completing by post or bank transfer.
Membership costs are outlined below – any questions please get in touch
with Janine.
Individual member AWGB £18.00+£8.00= £26.00
Family AWGB £28 + £8.00 per person
2 people AWGB £28.00 + £16.00= £44.00
3 people AWGB £28.00 + £24.00 = £52.00
Cheques made out to
Coombe Abbey Woodturners
For all membership renewals please do one of the following:
1.

BYPOST.

PLEASE enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope
Mail your membership renewal cheque made out to Coombe Abbey Woodturners to
Janine Brindley (Treasurer) 19, Merrifield Gardens Burbage, Leics. LE10 2TE.
and as soon as I can I will post your new membership card out to you.
2.

DIRECT to BANK

The costs are as outlined above plus £1.00 to cover postage.
Anyone wishing to pay directly into the bank please contact Janine Directly by
TEXT (07931417378) message or EMAIL (treasurercawt@yahoo.com).
PLEASE put your name and address in the message

►
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I will reply giving you sort code and bank account number confirming your
details.
3.
Anyone who needs to update their details please TEXT or EMAIL me
with your name and change of details.
4.
If you know of anyone wanting to join as a new member, please ask
them to contact Janine by TEXT or EMAIL a membership form will be sent out.

Unfortunately, from now on I will not be able to process memberships
every day of the week, I teach (virtually) 4 days a week and look after
my mum 2 days a week. Once a week I do chores around the house. So,
from now on I am hoping to process requests just once a week, so you
may need to wait a little longer for your membership cards to be returned to you.
I hope that everyone who has requested a renewal has received their
membership cards. If, after about a week, you have not received your
membership cards please get in touch again, if possible the reminder
would be best by text message.
Stay safe and well. All the best for a better 2021. Janine. ■
oOo

An Appeal by Eric Taylor.
We as a club are still looking for someone to take over from Graham Ball
as Editor of this magazine. I know that Graham is experiencing some
worrying times because of the health of his wife and is finding it more
and more difficult to deliver the Newsletter on time each month. If you
have basic computer skills and think you may be able to step into
Graham’s shoes then please contact me using my number shown on page
two of this Newsletter.
Having spoken to Graham he is quite willing to give some training and
also make the transition over a period of time so the new editor would not
be dropped in at the deep end. Please give it some thought and give me a
call to discuss it. Eric.
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Boxes by Tony Townsend
Hi Graham I hope you are well. I have
sent a calendar box made in spalted
beech and a bonnet box and I believe the
top was made out of ash but the bow and
brim sorry I can't remember as I made
this a while ago.

22

Mad Hatter - My youngest son
is a member of the VW Club
and once a year they hold a
themed Charity Auction. The
theme this particular year was
Alice in Wonderland - hence
the Mad Hatters box made
from purple heart. Apparently
it sold very well .

Tower Box - Is a twin box made out of
Wenge and Ash.

23
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Square lidded box made from African
Blackwood. I made this
for one of the Daventry
shows
to
go
on
Coombe's
stand.
Wouldn't it be lovely to
be able to go to a Daventry (or any other show)
again sometime soon?

Round box - Made from Ash
with a Bubinga finial. ■
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Boxes and Other Work
By
Phil Stephens
Hi Graham
In response to your request for Photos. I’m
sending you some examples of work I
have been experimenting with using Ornamental turning.
Phil
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Work by Robert Smith
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Let TMS look
after your Volvo
SALES // SERVICE
PARTS // ACCESSORIES
With over 300 years combined experience of working
with Volvo, nobody knows your Volvo like TMS.
With award-winning levels of customer service and
state-of-the-art facilities at Trinity Marina, what ever
your Volvo requirements, the TMS team can deliver.

Call inand
seeus soon!

QUALITY • CARE • PERSONAL SERVICE

TMSVOLVOHINCKLEY
Trinity Marina, Coventry Rd,
Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 0NF

TELEPHONE: 01455 632478

www.tmsmotorgroup.co.uk/volvo
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Boxes by Terry Ivins
Hi Graham I did see your coombe e-mail and
your request for pictures so here goes,
1. This was a very early attempt at this type of
box and it brings back memories of my work
mates and the help several of them gave me by
bringing in " pieces of wood" more so in this case
the fragrance associated with this piece of timber. The timber is a piece of elm and it was made
13 or 14 years ago and as with so many pieces it
was based on a
piece I had seen and I have to admit my
own design ultimately.
Main part is made from Elm with the base,
the joint point inlay ring and the finial are
all from Oak. the size of this piece
are !50.mm in diam, 220mm from the
foot to the base of the finial along with
the finial being approx 80 mm. in length.
As I mentioned my work colleagues were
a good supply of timber and a group of
four took me out one lunch time to get this
piece of timber which was in the corner of
a field, as a precaution I took my bow saw
along with me, i was surprised to see that
two other members also had saws but
thought they just wanted fire wood .
OK cut it short , the timber was a large elm tree that was wind blown in
a field right next to a water trough used by the large herd of cows who
were in residence and had left some large fresh cowpats around the area
but we still managed to cut several pieces of timber between us.
After a lengthy period of storage the fragrant odour coming from the Elm
reduced thankfully, and I though this may be a good choice also time to
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attempt the body of this piece, so I started to turn and saw the attractive
grain pattern emerging.
The finial was made from a piece of oak, it was however at that time not
the best choice for a near novice, so the one pictured was not the first
attempt nor is it the second, Oops!. The design is somewhat wanting and
I can hear Danny saying " yes wanting someone who knows what he is
doing !".
The finish I used was Acrylic sanding sealer and Acrylic Satin Lacquer,
I did however need to use a large part of the can of Satin Lacquer the
reason, it came to light when turning the body there was a smell that was
released that reminded me of a field full of cows near wood gate valley.

As with so many pieces sorting bit of
inspiration from the net " Pinterest be
more precise" found a pleasant form
and thought I need to have a go at this
which is approximately 120mm. in diameter x 80.mm in height.
The body of this form was turned from
a piece of Beech and the lid is a piece
of Mahogany going to be classy and
say that this remind me of some of the craft that I came across while I was
working in Japan, simple form but the handle was the piece that makes
the vessel for me and I was pleased it sold .
The feature handle was made from a piece of Pink ivory which was just
enough to make the two end pieces of the bar of the handle along with the
bead spacer which stands the handle away from the lid. The main piece
of bar is made from African black wood and the piece had a very simple
finish of Chestnut Finishing oil.
This was a practise piece that I wanted
to do as I had been asked to make a
bigger piece for a friend and had not
used spirt stain for some time and it was
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A box by Colin Grundy
Hi Graham,
In response to your request for lidded boxes, please find attached a box I recently
made from Spruce.

oOo
Continued from Previous page

something that would be seen as a representation of what the finished
piece would look like.
This piece was made from Beech and having been given almost no details
of form other than" you know the coloured vase you made, but with a top"
I suppose you have to say, Great, Super, Smashing absolutely wonderful.
So I made this and added Ebonising lacquer followed by Chestnut Spirit
Stain to the entire outer face of the base and added a feature ring using
the same colouring method to the face of the lid, to the top, to add a focal
point I used up a piece of an acrylic pen blank that was sitting on the shelf.
the piece was finished using Acrylic Satin lacquer.
The piece was 120mm. in diameter and 80.mm in height, the customer
liked the piece but not the top which was made from the Acrylic, she "
wanted a turned piece of wood!" so made her a piece with a turned piece
of African Blackwood very pleased.■
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An Invitation
from Chairman Martin Harper of

“Tudor Rose Woodturners”

Hi Graham
We would like to invite Coombe Abbey members to our Thursday zoom
meetings. We have a good round-up of both UK turners and international
turners Up to June we Have Colwin Way, Jason Breech, Paul Hannaby,
two turners from the USA - Alan Lacer conducting a skew master class
and Mike Pearce who does a lot on youtube.
We have agreed that visiting members of other clubs will be charged £5
per meeting which equates to an in-person charge at the club “Tudor
Rose” will bear any additional costs, Prices vary from £150 up to £400
depending on the demonstrator usually overseas demos are circa £350
(Cindy Drozda wanted more)
We hopefully, if we can get a few more onboard than we currently
achieve, will be able to have two remotes per month, that being the case
it may be cheaper if visitors join “Tudor Rose” on a temporary basis (if
they want ) and then the charge would be £8 per month. Our treasurer is
Ok with either way, we currently have a few who are members of both
clubs already
The reason I am writing is to request that you drop the invitation in your
next Newsletter, if you could include our web address future remotes are
in the calendar.
http://www.tudor-rose-turners.co.uk/
Hopefully we will come out of covid with the clubs strong and intact and
I think remote demonstrations are helpful in keeping all in touch
Keep safe
kind regards
Martin
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3-Piece
Mini Carbide Turning
Tool Set

The Mini Carbide Turning Tool Set is ideal for turning small
projects, such as boxes and goblets, and is also extremely useful
for turning pens in wood and acrylics. The set consists of three
tools, each with a rubber handle for extra grip and comfort to
reduce fatigue. The carbide cutters will stay sharp for a long time
and when required, they can be rotated to give a fresh edge or
can simply be replaced. Each tool features its own cutting
profile; round, square and diamond-shaped, perfect for roughing
out, finishing and fine detail work.

Phill, Turners Retreat customer

Price: £74.95 inc. vat

Code: CTT1
Prices may be subject to change without notification.

Scan the code to watch the tools in action.

www.turners-retreat.co.uk
01302 744344 | eshop@turners-retreat.co.uk

2 Faraday Close, Harworth, Nottinghamshire, DN11 8RU
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Product

Product

B250 10” Premium Bandsaw
New Premium Grade 10''
Woodworking Bandsaw ideal for
woodturners
-Huge 6'' Cutting Depth Capacity 10'' Cutting Width (Throat)
-Supplied with High Quality British
Made Blade
-Precision Ground Cast Iron Work
Table
-Quick Action Lock On Rip Fence Crosscutting Mitre Guide Included
-Quiet Induction Motor
-Mains Powered LED work Light Integral Dust Collection Tray
-Includes Floorstand
-Primarily used for Woodworking

£299

Also availabe
B300 12” Premium Bandsaw £459
B350 14” Premium Bandsaw £579
Now in stock & on display in our
Leicester Showroom

For our full range of Bandsaws
call 01530 516926 for your FREE catalogue
or visit our website www.charnwood.net or showroom at
Cedar Court, Walker Road, Bardon Hill, Leicester, LE67 1TU
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A few Pictures
By

Tony Townsend
Hi Graham, I have gone through my
archives to see if I could find any interesting wood photos and although they
are not wood turning they really are quite
a work of art. Must admit don't think I
would want to handle any pieces of wood
that large !! They were taken a few years
ago at Westonbirt Arboretum on one
of their Wood
Festivalweekends. Haven't
been there for
a little while
and must admit it would
be very nice to
have a day out
so like everyone we are

hoping this virus situation will soon
ease to allow for
days out and of
course to allow
Coombe
Abbey
Woodturners to get
back to business.
36
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Childs Toy by Terry Ivins.
I have been tempted into making a toy for my youngest daughters first
child who was one year old at the start of March, not as is usual my idea,
but saw it on the internet and thought I would have a go at making one.
The base of the toy is a block of Tulip wood and the individual pieces
have been made from Oak and Ash, as to be expected the individual
pieces were cut and profiled on the band saw but the drilling of the pieces
was all done on the lathe with the aid of very simple jigs and a good
supply of double sided tape.
The five different shaped
pieces were then given
two coats of of Chestnut
Iridescent paints in the
colours shown.
The unfortunate out come
is that as we all are in at
these current time, as of
yet we are not able to pass
over this present, hopefully this will happen in
the coming weeks.

